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Luncheon Program
11:30 a.m. Registration
12:00 p.m. Guests are seated
12:05 p.m. Welcome by Marian Robson FCILT, Chair, CILTNA Pacific Chapter
12:10 p.m. Martin Crilly FCILT-R explains student attendance and role.
12:15 p.m. Plated lunch is served
12:45 p.m. John Dymond, Program Head, International Business Management at BCIT introduces Kevin Desmond
12:50 p.m. Kevin Desmond, CEO of TransLink speaks
1:10 p.m.

Interactive discussion with Martin Crilly

1:25 p.m.

Open question period with Kevin Desmond

1:40 p.m.

Nikki Cousin, student at Capilano University thanks Kevin

1:45 p.m.

Marian Robson invites guests to join the Pacific Chapter, CILTNA

1:50 p.m.

Luncheon meeting adjourns
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Biography of the Speaker: Mr. Kevin Desmond

Kevin is an experienced executive with a career built in the public transportation industry.
Prior to joining TransLink, Kevin was General Manager of King County Metro Transit serving the Seattle
metropolitan region. At Metro, he oversaw a mix of transit modes, including buses, trains, vanpools,
paratransit vans, as well as approximately 5,000 employees. In his 12 years’ tenure, he helped to grow ridership by 44 per cent and launch the ORCA Card, as well as light rail, streetcar service, and several bus
rapid transit lines. Kevin was also part of three successful votes on transit funding.
Prior to Metro Transit, Kevin was Vice-President of Operations and Development at Pierce Transit in Tacoma, Washington. Before relocating to the West Coast, Kevin acted as Chief of Operations Planning for
New York City Transit which included bus and subway operations. Earlier in his career he served as Deputy
Director in Mayor Koch’s Transportation Office and Assistant Commissioner for the New York City Taxi and
Limousine Commission.
Kevin has a master’s degree in public administration from New York University. He is a member of the
American Public Transportation Association (APTA) Board of Directors and the first chair of the organization’s Sustainability Committee.
Source: http://www.translink.ca/en/About-Us/Corporate-Overview/TransLink-Executives.aspx
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Mr. Desmond’s Remarks
“Not Enough Seats!”
Reporters’ Note
Mr. Desmond spoke for 30 minutes and answered questions for 25 more minutes.

In her opening [CILTNA Pacific Chair] Marian Robson
said she was worried about not enough seats in this
room. That’s also TransLink’s challenge: not enough
seats! We’re going to work on that, with the help of the
Mayors at today’s head table.

This report relies on an audio recording. The report
closely paraphrases the speaker’s remarks as delivered
in the first person.

It’s cool being the fresh new face in TransLink. I want to
be that fresh new face for at least 3 years—a nice long
honeymoon period.

Parts of the speech have been supplemented by and
checked against Mr. Desmond’s speaking notes.

I’ve met a lot of new good people—frontline staff at
TransLink, very good staff people dedicated to the product we put out on the street, and our stakeholders—
people like you at this luncheon. I’ve learned a lot about
what TransLink can be and should be in this fine region.

The reporters have added:
• topic headings shown in Table of Contents (left)
• explanatory words in the remarks [in square brackets]
and
• footnotes with related facts in the speaker’s remarks.
TransLink has reviewed the report.
Errors and omissions remain the responsibility of the reporters.

Today I’ll focus on my observations of TransLink’s performance, on what we should be doing and what we are
doing, on our engagement in innovation, on moving
goods and people through this region—that is our mandate—and finally I’ll talk about TransLink’s investment
plans.
Strong Fundamentals Inherited
People ask me why I wanted to take up this job given the
troubles TransLink had. I was in Seattle just down the
road and familiar with this organization several ways.
One thing I noticed was that despite the troubles, the
public relations issues and others, there are very good
fundamentals here. Our finances are sound. The folks
who in the past managed the books did so very well. We
8

have AA credit rating for public agency and easy and
relatively efficient access to debt financing for capital
programs. We have a good solid balanced budget. There
are favourable trends on our finances going forward—so
it’s a good platform for the next phase of TransLink.
What do we do? We move people. In 2015, total riders
boarding TransLink was 239 million. This year will also
see record ridership: so far it is up 2% system wide.
That’s a growth rate probably faster than population
growth. It means our share of the travel market is probably continuing to increase. And that ties into “not enough
seats”. In the last four years, there was 5% increase each
year in [riders on] major bus routes: people are voting
with their feet, buying our product.
Compass Card Take-Up and Pay-Off
Thank you, John [Dymond, in your introduction], for mentioning the Compass [Smart] Card. Let me say, Compass works.
I have been a part of three fare-collection start-ups. As I
left New York City, their MetroCard was just getting
started. In Puget Sound, the Orca Card acts exactly
same as Compass: I was there pretty much from rollout.
[For Compass in Metro Vancouver], there are now over
1,000,000 cards in active circulation: 95% of TransLink’s
transactions are already via Compass. To me that’s remarkable: in the Seattle region six years after we
launched the Orca Card, only about 2/3 of our transactions were via Orca.
And [Compass] is very important for the bottom line:
since we closed the fare gates in April, fare box revenue
is up 8-9%. Clearly we have closed some fare evasion

on the SkyTrain system: [that money] is very important to
help us move forward with Mayors’ plan.
Sound Service Metrics
Service metrics of TransLink compared to other agencies
throughout Canada & USA are very sound. The proportion of our operating cost recovered by fares, about 52%,
is higher than most transit systems throughout North
America including our friends across Canada.
We also have a very good utilization of our system based
on passengers per [service] hours.
And we tend to have lower fares than the other Canadian
transit agencies.
Higher farebox recovery, higher utilization and lower
fares: that means lots of people are paying fares. That’s a
very important element in the success of this organization.
Service Optimization Had Its Day?
However, over the last number of years, because of financial issues and inability to grow the system, we have
not made any major service expansions since the Canada line in 2009. [Instead] TransLink has spent years of
“service optimization” on the bus side. That means in effect finding low hanging fruit—unproductive services—
and moving those resources to be used more effectively.
Hence, the [overall] rides per hour go up.
But if you do the service optimization repeatedly it may
just start feeling like service cuts for people who lose their
route. It’s time we changed that [approach of service optimization] as it eventually translates into not being fo-
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cused on customers—and maybe too much focused on
the bottom line.
Listening…and Reporting Back
One thing I’ve observed with TransLink—and that I want
to change—is about focus on listening. I’ve heard feedback that TransLink sits within the walls of our office.
From a technocratic standpoint, we know how to get
things done—may be there’s a bit of circling the wagons—but it has given that perception to public that
TransLink somehow doesn’t listen.

there as I am doing today in this afternoon, with folks in
this room, telling our story and making sure people understand that we do have customer focus in our mind.
An anecdote: back this spring when I was still a deer in
the headlights, I was on a live radio call-in program. A
caller asked “your SkyTrain escalators are down all the
time: what’s going on?” I said I’m not sure—I’ll check. I
found out why. I called the radio host back and told her
what I learned. She was utterly shocked that I called her
back.
There are two morals of that story. One is the [importance of] responsiveness: someone bothered to call back
and day “yes, we understand the inconvenience and
problems it causes when escalators are out of service:
we hear you, we understand what you are saying.”
The other moral? SkyTrain’s Expo line is 30 years old,
as just celebrated this summer. Many escalators are
original equipment. That’s a long time for an escalator to
operate nearly 24/7: so, they do go out of service.
Maintaining While Operating

Actually, it’s not true: TransLink (headquarters, bus companies and the rail folks) is listening to customers’ and
stakeholders’ input all the time. But we can also do a
much better job of telling people what we are doing about
it—getting back to people, in a 360-degree feedback
loop. I think we haven’t done a good job of getting out

I learned (in getting back to that caller) that we are moving very slowly to replace over 30 escalators in the
Expo/Millennium line. So, we are going to accelerate the
replacement program to maintain our assets in a state of
good repair. But [unfortunately] by doing that, escalator
service will be out for longer periods of time, for 3-4 days
that might cause inconvenience. It’s something of a
devil’s bargain because if you try to do the replacement
as slowly as possible you’ll have them breaking down
who knows when. Our job is to tell people what’s going
on, give them good signage, give them information, and
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give alternatives. That [principle] extends the entire SkyTrain system, particularly the Expo line.
The good news is that we are funded to keep our assets
in a state of good repair. The challenge is to maintain that
system and run the railroad at the same time.
Innovation Ahead
Evergreen is the first extension since the Canada Line. It
will open in December: we will once again have the longest automated rail network in the world. It’s something we
should talk about. Coming from New York and Seattle, I
can tell you we have a fantastic system here and this
automated technology should be a point of pride for this
region.
We are starting to think of a “Compass card 2.0”. It
works really well now—but there are other innovations,
such as making it easy for employers to provide Compass cards as an employee benefit. Let me know if you
want to sign up for that program. TransLink and the
[Compass Card system] vendor had the foresight to build
in functionality from the start. Global Ticket is becoming
more common round the world. That’s coming—it’s just a
question of when to turn it on. Open payment: eventually
you could use the chip in your visa [credit] card for payment.

and SeaBuses, there’ll always be a deficit in TransLink’s
ability to provide enough seats. We need to work with entrepreneurs and new type of services to provide mobility.
There’s lots of evidence to suggest that there are huge
[opportunities for TransLink] to work with these services.
[Someone who has, say,] a Car2Go membership, a bike
share membership, a Compass card in their pocket, not
needing a [private] car—that’s a great transit rider. [That
system] is efficient. It saves money.
Leadership for Goods Movement
Goods movement is a part of TransLink mandate. It was
part of its founders’ vision in 1999: a comprehensive
transport agency not only responsible for public transportation but also for elements of the roads, some bridges,
and goods movement. Here, trade is very important to
the local economy and to Canada—moving goods and
services through the gateway.

Information technology: I think we should be leaders [in
the Pacific Northwest]. Ours is the world of digital information. Young people are very high tech [-aware]. We
have money in our budget for a better [service
change/disruption] alert system.
Finally, mobility services: we need to figure out how to
partner with other mobility services efficiently. Even if we
go forward with our plans to put out more buses, trains
11

Here is the Major Road Network. Blue lines are the roads
that TransLink shares responsibility for, with the cities.
[TransLink has] significant bridges like the Patullo,
Golden Ears and the [smaller] Westham Island bridge.
We haven’t yet seen that sign “Brought to you
by…TransLink”! The red lines are the provincial highways and bridges.

[TransLink’s goods movement strategy] is an important
piece of work that [we] started two and half years before
my time. It’s a strategic document “Moving the Economy”
which provides analysis and assessment of some of
these gaps. We at TransLink are working with our partners and stakeholders to identify and fill in the gaps.

We have this responsibility that I’m not sure that
TransLink in its short 17-year service has really exercised
in any particularly significant way. We fund pieces of it.
Since 1999, [TransLink has contributed] $0.5B for the
operations, maintenance and rehabilitation of the Major
Road Network in collaboration with our municipal corporations—and another $125M over that same period towards various capital projects. What do we fund? It’s the
meat and potatoes—repaving and pothole work, traffic
signals, intersection control, streetlights, even snow removal...and I think that’s cash the cities can make good
use of.

We have identified the key challenges associated with
moving goods and services particularly on the arterial
roads but also more globally across the region. [They
are:]

However, while we spread that money around on formula
basis, we haven’t used it as a policy tool going forward. I
think there is a long-standing gap in regional planning
around goods improvement. This is a big public policy
issue and increasingly so. I was at a breakfast yesterday
with the Canadian Transportation Agency where this was
being discussed.

Limited availability of industrial lands affects where and
how freight moves.

There is fundamentally a gap in leadership associated
with a comprehensive look about how can we manage
the movement of freight and goods within this region
There is no shortage of players in this arena—but where
is the leadership? That is the kind of arena where
TransLink can play an important role, going forward.

The Challenges in Moving Goods

Congestion, travel times and reliability—a no-brainer.
Lack of coordination and inconsistency in regulations between jurisdictions. That is an issue: each of the jurisdictions can have a slightly different nuance on what a truck
is, and how they license and permit truck movements
within their [boundaries].

A general lack of public awareness on the value and impact of goods movements. It might not be a very sexy
thing to talk about—except when trucks block your view
or slow down the traffic. You might want to get truck out
of my way but this is more complicated than that.
There is not enough road space for all our needs. We all
know that traffic congestion is growing.
Safety issues, and the perception of safety.
Environmental impacts like vibration, noise and emissions.
12

This strategy document talks about 70 different actions
that we, collectively, can and should be looking at to address these different challenges. They aim at two key
goals: (1) how to make the network and roadways more
efficient and (2) do it in cleaner, safer and quieter way.
The actions are embedded in this report which we hope
to finalize by the end of this year:
Pricing of the network: is this a tool that can be used to
make movement of goods and services more efficient? It
is something the Mayors’ Council is thinking about finding
a way to help finance transportation.
[Our report] will identify clear and transparent performance targets associated with the transportation network.
Towards an Urban Freight Council
We also recommend that we develop a Greater Vancouver Urban Freight Council (GVUFC).TransLink is a part of
the Greater Vancouver Gateway Council of organizations
that are focused the goods and services moving from
overseas into and out of the lower mainland. We’d like to
create the GVUFC focused on the intra-movement of
goods and services, within the region. We should make
sure the GVUFC is coordinated with the Gateway Council
but we think it can have something of a separate role.
Represented on the GVUFC would be the municipal jurisdictions and the private sector as well. Its purpose
would be to advance the priorities of the regional goods
movement strategy, coordinate on issues of mutual interests, exchange knowledge and try to pump out recommendations which a city, the province or other organizations might take up. We think it can help us move to fill in
that leadership and coordination gap that exists now in
our region.

The Federal Game Changer
Frankly, I didn’t call up Prime Minister Trudeau before I
accepted this job to say, “You have to give me some
money”. But he did. It was my third day at job—[the announcement of] big new infrastructure funding nationwide. Manna from heaven!
It changed everything: it got the Province and Mayors
back to thinking “we are not leaving the money on the table—we must find a way to make this [the corresponding
provincial and local contributions] happen.”
In May of this year, the Prime Minister, the Premier and
the Mayor of Vancouver [as Mayors’ Council chair] came
out to our operations center and talked about the agreement that federal government in the province reached.
There is well over $300M in a Phase 1 down payment
funding to get our TransLink plan back on track. It was a
game changer and created huge new momentum for us.
My assessment of the [2015 funding] plebiscite is that its
negative result wasn’t about “we don’t want more transit”.
It was about other things. Taxpayers know that [the
transportation system] has to improve: there may be disagreement on how to pay for it—and there are those who
always want more and never want to pay for it—but you
just have to deal with that.
Since the spring we’ve been working very closely with the
Province. My hat’s off to Minister Fassbender and the
Premier for understanding our needs—and to the Mayors’
Council who dug in [to work] over the summer.
We worked hard with them over the summer, feeding information, getting their feedback to reshape the 10-year
vision: it’s more or less what we took to voters, but reshaped as to timing and layout.
13
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We are finding ways of talking from the same script.
There is always going to be some tension between the
region and the Province, but I think there’s a common interest: we have got to make these investments and leverage the federal money— and [secure the] Phase 2
money as well so that we can build the big capital projects.
Our Phase 1 program is however only the first step. We
are hopeful—in public consultation now—and we’ll bring
it back to the Mayors at the end of November or early
December for final decision so we can get started. We
can start making a major expansion in service very
quickly but we have a lot more work to do with the federal
government and the Province [on Phase 2].

lines). Various sectors mainly to the south and east that
don’t have bus service today will be getting it.
We will put out more SkyTrain service starting midJanuary. But because we don’t have any more fleet [yet]
we can only increase off peak, shoulder service, evenings and weekends. Canada Line has a little bit of extra
capacity in their trains and later in the year we will put out
some more peak service. For HandyDART, for people
with disabilities, we can put out additional service. On
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The Phase 1 Expansion Plan
This is the plan the Mayors provisionally adopted in September. It’s a $2B plan—partnerships all around with the
three levels of government. It enables us to buy 170 new
buses, a new SeaBus, and more rolling stock for West
Coast Express, 50 new SkyTrain cars for Expo, Millennium and Canada Line. But most important for me—and
this is different from the plebiscite plan—if the Mayors
adopt the [Phase 1] plan, we are able to put service on
the road really fast. This map represents that. It’s a 10%
increase in bus service starting in April of next year.
About 40% of the entire plan we can get done in the first
three years. There will be service improvements across
the region.

SeaBus, in January we can run a consistent 15-minute
frequency throughout the day.

One thing I hear repeatedly, and Mayor Jackson is never
shy of saying this, is that we need a lot more service
south of the Fraser River. We are going to do that. That
part of the region is woefully underserved and we need to
pick up the pace [there]. Five new B-Lines (dark orange

On the Major Road Network (MRN) there’s significant
funding too that we can move to the cities, adding some
$300M. You can see increased funding for maintenance
and operation—funds that the cities, which have tight
budgets as well, need. $50M for major capital upgrades
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that they’ll be submitting applications for, for meat-andpotatoes projects and for seismic upgrading as well.
My understanding is that TransLink used to have a more
robust MRN plan that got cut several years ago, so we
are able to reinstate that going forward.

Phase 1 program? Adding one fare increase to what’s
already planned of fare increase, our new fare increase
will be 5-10 cents per trip: if you get a monthly pass it’s

:$J !",$/%0$"%

One of the recommendations of the goods movement
strategy is to use some of that money in a more strategic
way instead of on a formula basis. That’s something
we’re going to have to work closely with the Mayors on—
for the rules on how that plays out over time.
Costs and Funding Sources
What is the investment program and its cost? The federal government agreed with the province for $370M
down payment for Phase 1, all to be used for capital [expenditures]. The Provincial government is matching that
with 2/3rd, i.e. $246M. That’s essentially guaranteed. And
then the region is putting altogether $1.3 trillion into the
programmed. That’s an interesting mix of dollars for a
variety of different purposes. We’re matching at a 17%
share [of capital funding]: with $370M plus $246, that’s
$616M, match that regional sources at 17% share.
We also get on a formula basis gas tax funds through
Metro Vancouver to buy new buses. I think that’s about
$370 million. That’s not in essence, new money. But the
money needed to operate those new buses makes up the
balance of the region’s $1.3 trillion.
So, that's not a substantial amount coming from the various different regional sources. What are they for the
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$2 per month. Property tax increase of on average
household $3 per year, businesses $45 per year. Fairly
modest.
We [TransLink] have we pledged $100M from sales of
surplus TransLink property to support the program. There
is something called regional development fee which we
are counting on: it will require provincial legislation and
we’ll to continue to talk to the Province with the Mayors to
put this in place. It needs to be in place by the year 2020.
So, we have little bit of time in the following year to work
on the legislation associated with that.
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So, What’s Different Since the Referendum?
This is the plan. You may be asking well you lost the
plebiscite so what’s new and different? Well, it’s quite different. First of all, [there’s the] federal money. [The
plebiscite plan was] a one-third share each for region,
province and federal government. Now, the on the capital
side it is more like 50% federal, 33% provincial and 17%
regional. So, the region proportionately doesn’t have to
come up with as much as it did during the plebiscite.
Now, we still going to work with federal government with
Phase 2 as they the promise of billions of dollars that we
need for the big capital projects. We are still hoping that
they will be good for the 50% that the Prime Minister initially talked about.

payers would say “this is all fine and dandy but when will
we get relieved [of crowded buses, SeaBuses and
trains]”. I don’t think TransLink was really able to give a
clear answer. But now I am giving a clear answer that
they would get relieved as early as possible because we
are trying to put customers first. In fact, getting some new
service out in January, and bus services improving in
April—and that’s before any of the new taxes and fees
even take place. The property tax won’t hit your bill until
the summer and fare increase wouldn’t take place before
the summer.
I’d also point out Compass—I mentioned fare revenues
have increased 8 or 9% since we closed the gates— and
that’s a dividend that helps accelerate putting services
onto roads. Without this, we wouldn’t be able to put services as quickly onto roads.
So, I’d argue that quite a bit has changed since the plebiscite.
Now I’ll close with public consultation. We had our first
open meeting at North Vancouver on Saturday. We have
another meeting tonight and additional meetings over
next two to three weeks.
Go to our website. Give your feedback. [The results] will
be presented to the Mayors in the next several weeks, so
that we can discuss how to work on the feedback to
make things happen at TransLink. And keep January in
mind as that’s when we are able to put service onto
roads.
Thank you.

What else is different? We are putting service on the
road. I believe that in the plebiscite it was fairly vague
when TransLink would put service on the road. The tax17

On-Stage Conversation with Martin Crilly, FCILT
What About Mobility Pricing?
Martin Crilly: Kevin, I was quite thrilled by your presentation. I learned a lot of new things. Thank you

about how you create a [mobility pricing] program that is
policy based and the general public views that as equitable and fair, and that provides sufficient revenue to
maintain your infrastructure.

Let’s go straight to the question of “Mobility Pricing”. Now,
this has been a dream of transportation professionals for
many years, and I see that the Mayors’ Council is supportive of pursuing it. TransLink’s paperwork shows that for
the Phase 2 expansion you are hugely dependent on
revenue from “Mobility Pricing”. You need it to start flowing in as little a five years’ time. Considering the long
lead-time, what have you done to advance a Mobility
Pricing scheme for Metro Vancouver?

The timing of this is interesting. I don’t want to get into
any particular controversies here, but think about the
bridges that could be built over the Fraser River in the
next few years. The Patullo Bridge, that is TransLink’s
responsibility, will be tolled. The George Massey Bridge,
that the province is building, will [also] be tolled. That will
mean that a total of four of the crossings of the Fraser
River will be tolled.

Kevin Desmond: When I started my career in New York
City in the mid-1980s the city had been trying to figure
out how to toll the East River bridges, and bringing in a
regime of what you called mobility pricing, or congestion
pricing. It is a funding tool and is considered in the vision
in the Mayors’ Plan for sustained funding down the road.
We’re expected to have another million people in this region by 2045 and we have got to improve transportation
network. Regular growth of revenue will not come anywhere close to doing that, so yes, we have to find money
to help to make Phase 2 go forward.
Is mobility pricing a legitimate way to think about how to
finance transportation investments in the region? Absolutely – and it is done today in cities throughout the world
in many different manifestations. We want to start talking

So if you live south of the Fraser River how come you
have the bad luck, that for every crossing except one you
have to pay? There has to be to be some kind of policy
consistency, some sense of equity. How are the different
bridges are going to work, how we are going to move traffic around? The bridges going to the North Shore—are
they in play? Should they be tolled to finance [the system]? We are going to have to come together and figure
out how to have policy discussion regionally with lots of
different players. Whether you are a taxpayer, or someone who’s driving every day, the different institutions, certainly municipal and provincial interests and may be even
federal government. It’s an all-in long conversation that
we’ll have to have. TransLink will I think have a role to
facilitate that kind of conversation.
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Martin Crilly: So, has anything been done in that direction?
Kevin Desmond: We are very focussed in getting over
the finish line for Phase 1. It’s really important, there’s
momentum and it gets service on road. It keeps the capital projects going: [the design for] two of the big capital
projects is funded in Phase I: The Surrey Light Rail and
the extension of the Millennium Line on Broadway to Arbutus. We only have the dollars for the design. The big
money for the construction [of these two projects] needs
to come in Phase 2. That’s how we have to start that
conversation over the next couple of years and yes, we’re
anticipating if we do have the mobility-pricing regime,
whatever it would look like, it would be implemented
within five years.
Collaborative Actions by Other Parties?
Martin Crilly: On the Mayor’s ten-year plan, these kind
visions all require collaborative actions by other parties.
Who would you ask specifically to help make it happen?
Municipalities for instance? I think I heard you mention in
your remarks that you’re thinking about changing the
terms on which Major Road Network funds are distributed; that funding might be conditional certain actions by
the parties to make things happen; that the funds might
not just be handed out willy-nilly on a formula basis—
right?

keep that consensus going working closely with the
TransLink board. [For instance on the matter of] real estate development charges, as a way to fund transit,
there’s very strong consensus between the Province and
the Mayors that that is a valid way to fund transit projects.
Exactly what it would look like needs work, but the starting point is consensus.
I come from a strong operations background. Our buses
operate on municipal roads. They control signal timing,
parking policy, how you they help us move buses? Time
is money. It’s in all out interest to keep bus speeds up.
In point of fact average bus speeds are slowly going
down. The first thing is our [new] B lines [in the Phase 1
plan]: let’s work with the municipalities to give them priority. The policy use of the MRN: currently based on km
lane miles – maybe we set aside a portion of the money
where it's allocated on a competitive basis. Working with
the mayors, what are the rules associated with that? The
idea is that it would be more policy based, in addition to
the [lane-km] formula. That is one of the recommendations in our report and it will take a while to think through,
and I think there is good reason to think of this as an option to drive towards performance outcomes.

Kevin Desmond: The first thing to recognize is that the
Mayors’ Council is a body that has significant responsibility over the TransLink program. They have got to build a
consensus on how to move forward, and we have near
consensus to move forward on Phase I. That wasn’t
easy to get. Part of my role is to help ensure we can
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Questions from the Audience and Mr. Desmond’s Answers
Question from Chance Chen, student in BCIT Business
program major in Operations Management.
How can compass card be further improved?
You were personally involved in the roll out of Orca card
at Metro Transit. What area of the compass card can be
further improved as compared to Orca card?
Answer: We [at Metro Transit in Puget Sound] started
designing the Orca program in 1995 but we didn’t launch
it until 2009. The difference is that [in Puget Sound] the
press didn’t care what we were doing. Here [in BC] it
was played out in the press. We had same kind issues
with the Orca Card as TransLink had with Compass—it
was déjà vu. We had a different vendor, a big US company and then a struggling start-up-an Australian company. Other than that, we had similar issues.
The advantage Compass has is that it’s a later generation [card]. Compass has more power than what we designed in Puget Sound. Orca system was basically designed around 2001-2002, but compass came later: it
had more functionality and state-of-the-art features.
When I talked Compass version 2.0, I mentioned about
all the new features such as global ticketing, open payment fairly rapidly. We designed such core functionality
into Compass, but we didn’t have it designed into Orca.
In fact, they are planning for replacement of Orca I believe by 2022, at quit and expense—looking at the end of

useful life of Orca. So, while there are similarities, I would
argue that we have more advanced system here in
TransLink.
Question from Josue F Ochue Gamboa, student at
Capilano University North American Business Program.
Is TransLink gearing up for disruptive innovation?
We have seen disruptive innovation around the world in
terms of public transportation. Some are small scope—
such as “books on the go” library booths in San Francisco
transit stations. [On a more dramatic scale] there are
China’s plans for buses [raised up on wheeled legs] that
travel over [the roofs of] cars. Do you have any big
dreams for TransLink to make disruptive innovation that
TransLink is preparing for long-term future?
Answer: Thank you for the question. It’s a hard one. I
have seen the Chinese you’re talking about—it’s beyond
audacious. I guess that only China can think of something quite like that.
I’ve been in this business since the 1990s in New York
City and grew up in the city as a user of the transit system myself. Part of the problem in transit particularly in
North America is that we’re slow to pick up on changes in
technology as it’s evolving—I do think we need to be
quicker. We’re always going to be held back by the dynamics that bedevil public transportation [that make it
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hard] to think big and completely outside the box. I think
of it this way: there are so many smart entrepreneurs
outside the public sector. We need to be aware of their
innovations. [Recall my] car-sharing slide. There [also]
are the transportation network companies.
We [in
TransLink] do not need to be in that field, but rather to
adapt to that field—in consultation and co-operation with
those innovations: the mobile apps we use these days for
trip planning are largely developed outside of transit
agencies. Our job is to provide information on services
and infrastructure and [then] let smart creative [private
sector] people develop the apps.
I happen to be been very interested in a zero [air pollution] emission fleet. I think battery power is now proven.
Though it’s not widespread anywhere in the world, it’s
growing fast. We were pioneering battery buses in Seattle before I moved up here. Canadian Urban Transit Association is here next month is also discussing zero
emission electric buses. I don’t know if it’s disruptive
technology but it’s direction we need to move in. Your
question is tough one and a very good one. We should
be open to thinking outside the box and to audacious
ideas.
Question from Jack Davidson, BC Road Builders’ Association.
Privatize Road Maintenance?
The BC Government adopted private road maintenance
20 or 30 years ago for its highways. It’s been very effective and the standard of maintenance has gone up. I
wonder if TransLink would be consider privatizing their
road maintenance?

Answer: we don’t do road maintenance. Our responsibility is in collaboration with the cities to provide funds.
They are responsible for the [maintenance of the] streets.
TransLink has little or nothing to do with the decision [of
who performs the maintenance]. That’s a conversation
[for you] to have with the municipalities.
Question from Dmitri, student at BCIT studying supply
chain management and a frequent user of public transport North American Business Program.
Rapid Transit Extensions Done in 10 years?
Vancouver is one of the most congested cities that most
of us have ever seen. Obviously more public transit
would be great. You spoke of a Broadway Arbutus subway and an extension of rapid transit in Surrey. Is this
just something that’s being talked of in the 10-year plan—
or will it be completed in the 10-year plan?
Answer: our website translink.ca explains all the elements of the 10-year plan. There are three major rapid
transit projects: One is extending Millennium line from VCC Clark to Arbutus and it’s currently identified as a subway. It’s received
$23M in Federal funding to continue the design, which is
enough money to get us to a point to procure the project.
Then we’ll need to secure the Phase 2 funding—i.e. the
federal 50% match, the provincial 1/3 match—and the
Mayors and the TransLink Board have to identify the
source of funding to make up our 17% share.
The second major project is identified as light rail, the socalled “L line” in Surrey, anchored by the Surrey City
Central SkyTrain station. It received $20M in Federal
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funding to continue the design to get us to procurement in
a year or year-and-a-half.
Those are solid and will go forward as long as we get the
next round of money.
The third is the Fraser Highway line from Surrey Central
all the way to Langley. The technology is to be determined and we are working with the Province and the
Mayors, whether light rail or a SkyTrain extension. That’s
further out within the 10-year plan, which envisions work
starting on that corridor in its second half.
[Those three rapid transit additions] were in the [vision
presented for] the plebiscite and remain the priority.

Question from Scott Bennie, BCIT
Left Turn Slots, But No Green Arrows?
You mentioned that the cities look after part of the roadway regarding intersections. Cities have spent a lot of
money for left turn lanes, but the lights don’t have a green
arrow so everybody sits there.
Answer: I’m not a traffic engineer. Our role is to provide
funding to help cities create advanced, intelligent traffic
management systems, whether through their allocated
share or through more competitive funding. [For instance] Surrey has a very advanced traffic management
system. To optimize and make more efficient the roads
and the signal timing is essential. We can play a role to
we can facilitate getting to a more advanced place.
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